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The spreadsheets list immigrants from two villages in Galicia Province, Austria, who entered the United 

States at New York City from 1898-1924. Each village has its own spreadsheet. Entries run left to right over 

three pages.   

 

Data come from the original manifests, microfilmed by the U.S. government and posted online as the  

Passenger Record Archive by the Ellis Island Foundation at https://libertyellisfoundation.org/passenger  

Each person can be searched by name. “Manifest view” is recommended to see the source as well as 

information additional to that listed in the spreadsheets. To view a manifest you must register with the site. 

Registration is free and simple.   

 

Information collected by the U.S. government varied over the years. Some elements remained constant, 

others disappeared and still other were added. The spreadsheets reflect best efforts to represent the 

immigrants as they were listed at the time of travel. Corrections and additions to the spreadsheets are 

invited. Please send them to Patricia Yocum, pyocum@umich.edu 

 

Who is included in the spreadsheets? 

 Immigrants who listed Dobrzechow or Kozuchow (confirmed as Galizia/Austria) as the person’s last 

residence.  

 Travelers with variant spellings of the village names 

 US-born children traveling with parents 

 Adults & children whose last residence or citizenship, after critical examination, is determined to be 

erroneously listed in the Passenger Record Archive  

 

The home village of some immigrants can be found in documents other than the Passenger Record Archive 

but unless the immigrant’s entry can also be confirmed in the Passenger Record Archive his/her name is not 

listed in the spreadsheets.  

 

What columns contain 

 

Name Probable correct surname and personal name of the traveler. No diacritics used. 

  

Name in EI db  How name must be searched in Ellis Island database (Passenger Record Archive). 
Spelling errors were common both at time of sailing and when entries were 
indexed. “See note” refers to the “Notes” cell furthest to the right where special 
information can be found. 

  

Arrival Month, date and year of official arrival of vessel 

  

Age Passenger age 

  

Sailed From Port in Europe from which ship sailed 

  

Gender Male, female 

  

https://libertyellisfoundation.org/passenger
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Status Married, single, widowed, child 

  

Occupation How immigrant made a living 

  

R/W Whether the immigrant was able to read and write 

  

Nationality Citizenship as defined at the time of travel. For Poles from the two villages  
nationality included Austria, Austrian, Galicia, Galitzien and Polish  

  

Race or People Ethnicity, often not provided 

  

Cash Money immigrant had in his/her possession upon arrival 

  

Previous in US Whether immigrant had been in the U.S. previously and if so where and  when 

   

Name Repeated from first column to aid reading across the spreadsheet 

  

NIA Non-immigrant alien; traveler who was not immigrating to the U.S.  

  

Last Residence Where immigrant lived before embarking   

  

Europe Contact Person in home village who could be contacted; 1907-1924 

  

Destination City and state where immigrant intended to go upon landing 

  

Going to Relationship of person whom immigrant intended to join 

  

Going to USA Contact   Name, address of person immigrant planned to join; inconsistently furnished 

  

Physical Description Height; complexion, eye, and hair color; inconsistently furnished 

  

Name Repeated from first column to aid reading across the spreadsheet 

  

Birthplace Village and country where immigrant was born; given inconsistently. 

  

Notes Information provided by Patricia B. Yocum, spreadsheet compiler, regarding the 
immigrant or manifest page. In some instances search results given by the 
Passenger Record Archive link to the wrong manifest. To view the correct manifest 
use Stephen P. Morse’s site, “Missing Manifests 
http://stevemorse.org/ellis2/mm.htm?back=http://www.stevemorse.org/index  In 
the “Frame” box insert the “Frame number” given in the “Notes” cell. 
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